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Religious Education Work in the Young
Men's Christian Associations

During 1905*
HERBERT WRIGHT GATES, M. A.

Department Secretary, Central Department Y. M. C. A., Chicago, Illinois

In attempting to estimate the quantity and quality of the
religious educational work done by the Young Men's Christian
Association during the past year, one needs first of all to have
a clear conception of what is meant by "religious education"
as distinguished from any other kind of religious work.

Negatively, we may say it is not a substitute for the Chris-
tian religion; it is not a new gospel; its aims are no different
than those of the religious work which the Christian church
has always known, namely, to bring men into consciously right
relations with God. The material which it uses is not necessarily
different. Its distinguishing characteristics are rather to be
found in its point of view and its method.

Any work which proceeds from such a view-point will re-
spect the individuality of each man to its fullest degree and seek
to adjust itself to his real needs and conditions. This involves a
scientific study of man's nature and environment.

In order to ascertain how far the "view-point and methods
of the religious work of the Young Men's Christian Association
are measuring up to this standard, a study was made, based upon
reports from representative Associations throughout the coun-
try and from Secretaries of the International Committee, as to
the new features of work undertaken during the past year, the
features which show the best devlopment, and those which were
least satisfactory. This study shows that there has been a marked
change in the method of conducting the standard lines of relig-
ious activity which have always made up the larger part of
the religious work of the Association, namely, the evangelistic
meeting and Bible study. It also shows that there has been
considerable progress in the development of personal individual
work and the adoption of new features such as normal training

* The original study upon which this article is based was presented at the meeting
of the Department of Christian Associations during the Y. M. C. A. Convention at IndiaD-
apolis, Ind., June 3, 1906. This study will be found published in full in the July number of
the Official Bulletin of the Young Men's Christian Association of Chicago.
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BBE.IGIOVS EDUCATION 10

classes, practical talks and discussion, social service as a dis-
tinctive phase of religious work, and work for boys. It may
serve more clearly to bring out the religious educational value
of these activities if we consider some of them in detail.

I. EXTENSION WORK.
One of the most prominent features of the year's work

in almost all lines is the spirit of extension which characterizes
it. And this is certainly in keeping with the education ideal as
defined above. It means a careful study of the conditions under
which men live and act, with adjustment to these conditions. If
men do not come to the formal religious meetings in the build-
ing the meeting is taken to them and adapted to the circum-
stances. If men are to be found naturally grouped in a cer-
tain place at a certain time and are willing to engage in Bible
study there, the Association seems increasingly willing to ac-
commodate itself to them. Much more than this, the extension
method of work often means carrying the religious message and
atmosphere into the places where men live and work and where
their lives are being moulded. For this reason the meeting in
the home, or the shop, is often better than one in the building,
even though it were possible to get as many men to attend there.

This is the largest educational value of the extension method.
Recognizing that man's greatest task is to grow a character
and that into this process the element of time and the conditions
of social environment must enter, the extension idea brings the
religious influence into that social environment and makes it a
part of the atmosphere of the man's life.

2. THE EVANGELISTIC MEETING.

The report on this activity shows a marked change in the
type of meeting as well as the place where it is conducted. The
Association seems to be having the same experience the church
has had, finding that the unconverted men do not come in any
very large numbers to the religious meetings at the building.
The increase and the successes have been mostly with those out-
side, in church or shops. The meetings are becoming less formal
and enlist more and more the co-operation of the men attending
them. There is a disposition to make them take the form of
practical talks and discussions, or to quote Dr. Doggett's words:
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108 RBLIOIOV8 BDVCATIOM

"Men's meetings seem to show a healthy variation and increase;
there is less uniformity and imitation and more initiative."

There is certainly also an indication of more study of the
religious nature of man, the nature of that process by which he
may come to be a Christian. The splendid work which has been
done by students of the psychology of religion has not been
without its results. There is more evidence of a disposition to
recognize and respect the individuality of man, his right to
certain opinions and even doubts, more feeling of responsibility
for meeting and satisfactorily clearing up these doubts. The
fact that where the evangelistic meeting has been successful, its
success is so often attributed to tactful personal work is an in-
dication of this same thing, although it must be admitted that
the real value of the personal work is not always fully under-
stood.

3. BIBLE STUDY.
This is perhaps the activity in which it' is the easiest to

recognize educational values. The fact of a class and some-
thing that is called study usually means that something edu-
cational is going on, or at least being attempted. It is certainly
significant to note the increasing emphasis upon this form of
work both at the building and outside; even more significant,
perhaps, that it should be on the increase in some of the very
places where older types of work are waning. This tendency
is certainly educational. Bible study involves a larger recogni-
tion of the individuality of the man to be worked for. If it be
real Bible study it must involve his co-operation. The teacher
must adapt his method to the needs of the student if he is
to have any success. And in the methods of Bible study which
are now coming to prevail in the Association there is evidence of
increased educational activity. The assured results of reverent
modern biblical scholarship are being increasingly accepted. The
attitude of distrust toward the scholar and his method is giving
place to that of wise acceptance and use. The young men in
the Association are being introduced to the methods of inductive
study, and the increasing freedom from the bondage to pre-
conceived notions is distinctly encouraging.

4. PRACTICAL TALKS AND DISCUSSIONS.
This form of religious work is being increasingly used in
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 108

the Association as a modification of the evangelistic meeting
or Bible-study. It is finding exceptional favor in the shop meet-
ings and the classes for working men and boys. It enlists the
interest and activity of each individual. It stimulates thought
and secures intelligent judgment It provides for the largest
possible amount of self-activity on the part of each one partici-
pating and marks a distinct advance toward religious education-
al methods of work.

5. NORMAL TRAINING.
The development of Bible-study and the efforts to secure

real educational work through this agency make the training
of competent teachers almost an inevitable consequence, and
yet it has been only within recent years that the Association has
attempted very much in this line. The application of scientific
methods of study to the whole problem of evangelistic work and
the attempt to base the religious appeal upon a thorough knowl-
edge of the religious nature of man as influenced by his social
environment and economic conditions has also strengthened the
feeling of need for a careful and thorough training of leaders in
all lines of religious work. This has shown itself in the ex-
pansion and enrichment of courses in the training schools of
the Association as well as in the establishment of normal classes
for volunteer workers in the leading Associations.

6. PERSONAL WORK AND SOCIAL SERVICE.
I have chosen to group these two together here and would

like to combine them under a single, more comprehensive term:
Personal Service; for both are forms of the same principle, one
applied to the work for individuals, the other to work for groups
and communities. Both should go hand in hand.

There are indications that both are finding larger recogni-
tion in the Association's religious work, though neither has as
yet come to its own.

Personal work has found marked development in many of
the Associations reporting. Social service is a new feature.
Personal work is said by many to be the secret of the success
of their meetings. The educational value of this fact has already
been noted. There is, however, as yet very little indication of
a large conception of the religious-educational value of personal
service for those who are exercised thereby.
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HO KBLIGIOVS EDUCATION

It seems to have been adopted and pushed as another means
by which the Christian man might reach other men, but we find
comparatively little recognition of it as an evangelistic agency
for those enlisted in it. And yet here, if we mistake not, is a
most valuable form of religious-educational work. In other
branches of educational work we are coming to put practice
before theory, not only in importance, but in time. The idea
of formal study from books first, then experimentation and
use, is giving place to the reverse order. Our children learn
by doing in more and more branches of study. The order of
life is preferred to that of logic. But in our religious work we
have been slow to learn this lesson. In our haste to secure what
we call "results" we have overlooked one of the best and surest
though slower means of getting the best results. The emphasis
has been too much upon creed rather than character. A creed
may be accepted in a moment; it takes years to grow a character
to correspond. Moreover the character may be forming before
the creed is formulated and sometimes this is the only way.

Many a man may be enlisted in some form of social service
who cannot at the time be persuaded to attend the religious
meeting or Bible class. But this man may be led through the
performance of Christlike deeds for his fellow men to recognize
and formally accept the principle that underlies such service,
and to see in Christian living the full fruition of his own en-
deavor. This demands fuller recognition than it has yet found.

7. BOYS' WORK.

The Young Men's Christian Association had its inception
as an evangelistic movement for. men. It is beginning to realize
that the religious problem of the man can be satisfactorily solved
only as a beginning is made with the boy. Many Associations,
like many churches, have been slow to recognize this fact and

' yet the tendencies which are evident today are hopeful in the
extreme and denote an encouraging sense of the value of every-
day practical activities for the development of character. This
seems to be finding a clearer recognition in the work for boys
than it has in social service. Indeed this is almost a necessity.
The boy does not take kindly to the theory of religion apart from
its practice and there is more hope in the process of leading him
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RBLIOIOV8 EDUCATION 111

to do all things religiously than to do certain supposedly re-
ligious things.

My impression is that our best associations are emphasizing
these two things: first, the group Bible classes, and second, the
teaching of religious principles on the gymnasium floor, in the
locker room and elsewhere about the building, by showing what
should be expected of a Christian boy in connection with the con-
trol of his temper, playing fair, practising unselfishness, etc.

The most unprofitable type of religious work as far as I am
able to observe, is found in the new places where the idea has
seemed to be to divorce the religious from the secular and, in-
stead of doing everything religiously, certain set, supposedly re-
ligious things are done. The result is a religiosity which per-
mits, or perhaps encourages boys to think more of the theologi-
cal and theoretical end of salvation, than of its practical work-
ing out in the everyday activities of the department. We are
getting away from this kind of thing as rapidly as possible, but
there are still some places where boys can recite Scripture with
the same cheerful ease with which they "swipe sneakers", "hog
the games" and shirk responsibility.

There is probably no greater task or opportunity before the
Young Men's Christian Association than to satisfactorily solve
the problem of this work for boys. To make the religious spirit
a genuine part of his everyday life, to train him not for, but in
religious living; and to co-operate with the home and the church
in the doing of it; to do this in the right way will be to render
a service to the church of the future than which there can be
no greater. This much is certain; if we are to talk at all of
religious education, if we believe that character is a growth, we
must recognize that the years of plasticity are the years of op-
portunity.

The Young Men's Christian Association will never fulfill
its duty to the man until it resolutely and thoroughly attacks the
problem of the boy.

8. GENERAL SPIRIT OF INDUCTIVE STUDY OF
PROBLEMS.

One general impression is made by the reports and letters
received and from Association literature and the papers and
discussions at the recent conference at Indianapolis, which is
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112 RELIGIOUS EDVCATION

perhaps the most hopeful sign from the standpoint of religious
education. This is the new spirit with which the problems of
Association work are being approached. There is abundant evi-
dence of a willingness to study these problems inductively, to
view actual facts and conditions fairly and fearlessly and to base
policies and methods upon the results of the investigation.

There is a growing spirit of freedom from tradition, of will-
ingness to set aside even methods that have been successful so
soon as it is fairly shown that their usefulness is past, and to
replace them with something better. This spirit is evident and
it is the true spirit of education leading out f rofti the present tc
better things.

This spirit cannot but produce results in time. One thing
that perhaps hinders our progress as much as anything else
is in the unwillingness to begin with small things and trust to
the future for fruition. It was a remark, profoundly true of any
movement where character or personality is involved, that Pres-
ident Harper made at the first convention of the Religious Ed-
ucation Association, "If this work could be done in a year it
would not be worth doing." It seems to be a law of such work
that it is more lasting and fruitful when it is raised from the
seed. We too often adjudge an activity a failure from the
statistical rather than the prophetic viewpoint. Let us not despise
the day of small things.

It is exceedingly encouraging to note that the motives and
methods of religious education are becoming better understood.
It is easy to confuse the form of any work with its content.
We become accustomed to certain methods and regard any change
in these as an abandonment of fundamental principles. So it has
been with many Christian workers with reference to the methods
of religious education. But we are coming to a better apprecia-
tion of them. We see that the educational view-point means tnt
less evangelism but more, and of greater variety and better
applied; not less reverent Bible study, but more, and by a meth-
od even more conducive to the establishment of a strong, rea-
sonable faith and the development of truly spiritual life. Above
all it means more emphasis upon a Christlike character which
shall constitute a living witness to the validity of one's creed.
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